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s u m m a r y

Observed monthly climatology of streamflow over the continental United States showed significant
differences from the monthly precipitation climatology. The objective of this study is to provide an over-
view of the seasonality of streamflow over the continental US and also to understand the processes that
control the streamflow seasonality. For this purpose, we employ principal component regression on five
predictors – both climatic and land-surface characteristics – that explain the spatial variability in the
streamflow seasonality. While the distribution of mean monthly precipitation is uniform throughout
the year over most of the eastern United States (except peninsular Florida), mean monthly streamflow
exhibits pronounced seasonality with peak runoff occurring during the winter (early spring) over the
Southeast (Mid-Atlantic and Northeast) regions. The spatial variability in the seasonality index – the ratio
of peak mean monthly value to the annual total – of runoff over the eastern US primarily depends on the
covariability between monthly moisture and energy cycles. As the coherence between these two cycles
change from negative to positive over the eastern US, increased moisture availability during the summer
results in decreased seasonality index. In contrast, over the western US, both precipitation and stream-
flow exhibit strong seasonality with respective monthly peaks occurring in early and late winter months.
Given that the moisture and energy cycles over the west exhibit significant negative correlation, limited
energy availability during peak months of precipitation results in peak monthly runoff occurring in the
same season as that of precipitation. Thus, the spatial variability in runoff seasonality over the western
United States is strongly dependent on the basin aridity and the seasonality index in precipitation.
For catchments over the Midwest and peninsular Florida, given the significant positive correlations in
moisture and energy cycles, mean monthly runoff peaks occur in the spring and early summer season
with the magnitude of streamflow seasonality being dependent on the aridity index and soil moisture
holding capacity of the basin.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The partitioning of mean annual precipitation into mean annual
streamflow and mean annual evapotranspiration is a key aspect in
understanding the long-term water balance of a region. It has been
shown that the long-term water balance of a region primarily de-
pends on the aridity index – the ratio between mean annual poten-
tial evapotranspiration and mean annual precipitation (Budyko,
1974; Milly, 1994a). Milly (1994b) utilized a conceptual water bal-
ance model to investigate the role of climate seasonality and soil
water holding capacity in determining the long-term water bal-
ance over the eastern United States. Recently, Potter et al. (2005)
and Hickel and Zhang (2006) analyzed the impact of rainfall sea-

sonality on the mean annual water balance. Similarly, Pui et al.
(2011) showed the importance of the role of the antecedent soil
moisture conditions in understanding the relationship between
rainfall intensity and annual maximum floods. However, limited
efforts have been made to understand the effect of seasonality of
climate on mean monthly runoff. Farmer et al. (2003) explored
the role of climate, soil, and vegetation in controlling the annual,
monthly, and daily water balance of several arid basins. Syed
et al. (2004) analyzed the 2 years of land surface data from the
North American Land Data Assimilation System (NLDAS) to iden-
tify the process controls in the land surface hydrological cycle over
the conterminous US. They found that precipitation, potential
evapotranspiration and soil moisture being the dominant variables
that drives the annual and seasonal hydrological cycle. Yokoo et al.
(2008) explored the effects of seasonal variability of climate on
mean annual and mean monthly water balances theoretically
using a hill-slope model.
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While the above studies have focused on understanding the
process controls of monthly streamflow theoretically using con-
ceptual models, there has been no systematic analysis in under-
standing the process controls of seasonality of streamflow based
on the observed data over large spatial scales. The primary intent
of this study is to provide a broad overview of streamflow season-
ality over the continental United States and also to identify the cli-
mate and basin controls that influence the streamflow seasonality
over 18 water resources regions.

The manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
the national databases and basin characteristics employed for the
study. Section 3 presents the overview of the seasonality in
streamflow (Q) and precipitation (P) over the continental United
States and also provides the basis for the regional categorization
of watersheds into Moisture (Precipitation) and Energy (Potential
Evapotranspiration) Availability Scenarios (MEAS) over the conti-
nental United States. Section 4 identifies the process controls on
seasonality of streamflow for the entire continental United States
as well as for each MEAS. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss and sum-
marize the findings from our study.

2. Data description

In analyzing the role of climatic influences on streamflow sea-
sonality over the conterminous United States, we employed

monthly time series of precipitation (P), potential evapotranspira-
tion (PET), streamflow (Q) and soil moisture holding capacity avail-
able for 1373 Hydroclimatic Data Network (HCDN) watersheds
developed by Vogel and Sankarasubramanian (2005). HCDN water-
sheds, identified by Slack et al. (1993), are basins whose stream-
flow records are minimally affected by anthropogenic influences
such as upstream storages or groundwater pumping. Recently,
Martinez and Gupta (2010) emphasized the importance of HCDN
watersheds in estimating the various water balance components
over the continental United States. A detailed description of the
development of the monthly precipitation and potential evapo-
transpiration time series for the HCDN watersheds can be found
in Vogel et al. (1999), Vogel and Sankarasubramanian, 2000 and
Sankarasubramanian and Vogel (2005).

2.1. Streamflow database

The HCDN database contains records of average daily stream-
flow for 1659 locations in the United States and its territories.
Streamflow records range from 1874 to 1988 with an average re-
cord length of 44 years. Streamflow of basins from the HCDN data-
base is minimally affected by anthropogenic influences such as
land use changes and ground water retrieval. Data specialists at
the US Geological Survey (USGS) district offices, as well as data
specialists at the national headquarters, reviewed records on the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Seasonality index (a and b) and peak season of occurrence (c and d) for precipitation and streamflow over 1373 HCDN basins across the continental United States.
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basis of the following criteria: (1) Availability of data in electronic
form; (2) record lengths in excess of 20 years unless site location is
underrepresented; (3) accuracy ratings of records are at least
‘good’ as defined by USGS standards; (4) no overt adjustment of
‘natural’ monthly streamflows by flow diversion, groundwater
pumping, or other forms of regulation; and (5) only measured dis-
charge values are tabulated; reconstructed, or estimated records
are not used. For this study, we considered streamflow data from
1952 to 1988 with catchments from the 48 contiguous states in
the continental United States. This resulted in a total of 1373 ba-
sins with 37 years of continuous daily streamflow observations.

2.2. Precipitation and potential evapotranspiration database

Thirty-seven year time series of monthly precipitation and aver-
age minimum and average maximum daily temperature for the
continental United States were obtained for the 1373 HCDN water-
sheds using 0.5 time series grids based on the precipitation–eleva-
tion regressions on independent slopes model (PRISM) climate
analysis system (Daly et al., 1994). PRISM uses a precipitation–ele-
vation regression relationship to distribute point measurements to
evenly spaced grid cells. PRISM is considered an improvement over
other spatial interpolation methods such as inverse distance
weighting or kriging because it attempts to account for orographic
effects by using precipitation–elevation regression functions.
PRISM also employs adiabatic lapse rate corrections in its temper-
ature interpolations. The monthly climate time series grids were
spatially averaged over each HCDN basin using a geographic infor-
mation system (GIS) and a digital elevation map (DEM) of the Uni-
ted States. A DEM of the United States was used to delineate the
watershed boundaries for each of the HCDN river sites. A relatively
coarse DEM (1 km resolution raster grid) was employed in this
analysis owing to the computational challenge of delineating
1373 watersheds. The end result is a unique national time series
data set of monthly precipitation and temperature measurements
over the period 1951–1988 corresponding to each of the 1373
watersheds. Using the monthly time series of average minimum
and average maximum temperature data along with extraterres-
trial solar radiation, estimates of monthly potential evapotranspi-
ration were obtained using a method introduced by Hargreaves
and Samani (1982). Extraterrestrial solar radiation was estimated
for each HCDN basin by computing the solar radiation over
0.1_grids using the method introduced by Duffie and Beckman
(1980) and then summing those estimates over the entire basin.
The Hargreaves method was the highest ranked temperature-
based method for computing potential evapotranspiration re-
ported in the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Manual
70 analysis (Jensen et al., 1990).

2.3. Basin characteristics

Information on the soil moisture holding capacity for each of
the 1373 HCDN basins was retrieved from the latest database for
the United States, developed by Miller and White (1998). It is avail-

able at http://www.soilinfo.psu.edu/index.cgi?soil_data&conus&
data_cov&awc&datasets. For a given basin, soil characteristics
dataset provides the gridded mean available water capacities at
30 arcsec expressed as volumetric percentages of three column
lengths: 100 cm, 150 cm, and 250 cm. Our study considered
100 cm column length to estimate the available water capacity,
which indicates the approximate depth of water available to plants
if the soil, inclusive of rock fragments, were at field capacity. This
available water capacity is quantified by the soil moisture holding
capacity (b) for each grid and spatially averaged over each HCDN
basin in Arc-GIS. We normalized each storage capacity by relating

it to the basin’s mean annual precipitation c ¼ b
P

� �
. Additional de-

tails regarding this storage index could be found in Sankarasubra-
manian and Vogel (2002), who used the index to explain mean
annual water balance and interannual variability in streamflow
over the continental United States. This ratio, termed the storage
index, expresses the relative magnitudes of soil moisture holding
capacity and moisture availability. Apart from this, we also used
basin characteristics of the HCDN sites, developed by Chuck Kroll
(http://www.esf.edu/ere/kroll/), in our diagnostic analysis.

3. Seasonality index – description

We used the seasonality index (SI), devised by Markham
(1970), to understand the seasonality of the selected hydroclimat-
ic variables. The simplest way to obtain the seasonality of a var-
iable for a given site is to plot the mean monthly values and
visually identify the peak month of occurrence. The amount con-
tributed by the peak month to the annual total provides the SI of
the variable. However, this approach is infeasible for analyzing
the seasonality at continental scales. Hence, Markham (1970) pro-
vided an analytical approach to calculate the SI and peak month
of occurrence of a variable. Under this approach, mean monthly
values are represented as vectors whose magnitude and direction
are denoted, respectively, by the mean monthly values and their
time of occurrence over the calendar year. Thus, 360� of the polar
coordinate system are apportioned to the twelve months of the
calendar year. The resultant of these 12 vectors, specified with
an angle and magnitude, represents the peak month and the
amount of seasonality of a variable. The magnitude of the resul-
tant is then divided by the annual total to calculate the SI of
the variable, which can range from 0 to 1. For explicit expressions
on how to calculate SI from the mean monthly data, see Markham
(1970) or Dingman (2002).

Hydroclimatic attributes having a seasonality index between 0
and 0.2 are defined as non-seasonal and are assumed to exhibit
uniform monthly distributions throughout the year; Values close
to 1 suggest that the entire annual total occurs in a single month.
The SI prescribed by Markham (1970) has shortcomings particu-
larly for attributes that exhibit bimodality with two distinct sea-
sons of high monthly averages. In such instances, the estimated
SI may neglect to indicate seasons of pronounced climatic occur-
rences. Bimodality in precipitation and streamflow is typically

Table 1
Description of Moisture and Energy Availability Scenarios.

Scenario # of
Basins

Aridity
index

Primary locations Seasonality in P Covariability between P and
PET

MEAS-1 36 0 6 R 6 1 Pacific Northwest (Washington, Western Oregon, Northern Idaho) Strong q(P,PET) < �0.40
MEAS-2 36 R P 1 California Strong q(P,PET) < �0.40
MEAS-3 250 0 6 R 6 1 New England and Upper Mid-Atlantic Weak/no

seasonality
�0.40 < q(P,PET) < 0.40

MEAS-4 432 R P 1 Mid-Atlantic, South Atlantic, Great Lakes, Ohio, Tennessee, Upper and Lower
Mississippi

Weak/no
seasonality

�0.40 < q(P,PET) < 0.40

MEAS-5 250 R P 1 Florida, Texas, Western Great Lakes, Great Plains Strong q(P,PET) > 0.40

T. Petersen et al. / Journal of Hydrology 468–469 (2012) 139–150 141
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Aridity index (a) and correlation coefficient between monthly P and PET (b) for 1373 HCDN basins over the continental United States.
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observed in tropical settings (Dingman, 2002). Thus, using SI to
estimate the seasonality of precipitation and streamflow over the
continental United States can be expected to give accurate
representations of the intra-annual distribution of hydroclimatic
attributes. The peak of mean monthly PET is expected to be in
the summer, which corresponds to the time of peak energy
availability over the study area.

3.1. Overview of the streamflow seasonality over the continental
United States

The seasonality index (Fig. 1a and b) and the peak month of
occurrence (Fig. 1c and d) of precipitation and streamflow are sum-
marized for the continental United States. We have grouped the
peak month of occurrence based on the four seasons: winter
(December–February), spring (March–May), summer (June–Au-
gust), and fall (September–November). The seasonality informa-
tion presented in Fig. 1 for precipitation is consistent with
Markham’s findings. Delineating the seasonality of precipitation
and streamflow over the continental US elicits several remarkable
relations between patterns of rainfall seasonality and runoff sea-
sonality. We observe that California and the Northwestern United
States show strong seasonality indices in both precipitation

(SI(P)) and streamflow (SI(Q)). While the peak month of occurrence
for precipitation (Fig. 1a) in these basins occurs largely during Jan-
uary, peak month of occurrence for streamflow occurs during late
winter and early spring. This indicates that the seasonality in
streamflow is influenced by processes of snowmelt and basin stor-
age resulting as a delayed response. Nonetheless, a high SI(Q) over
the west coast primarily results from the high SI(P). Winter domi-
nated (December–January; see Fig. 1c) precipitation induces win-
ter and spring (February–March; see Fig. 1d) dominated
streamflow. Mean monthly precipitation over the Colorado region
and eastern portions of United States Geological Survey (USGS)
water-resources region 17 (primarily the Rocky Mountains) indi-
cates no pronounced seasonality. The region’s SI(Q), on the other
hand, is around 0.6–0.8 with the time of occurrence in the spring
and summer months. The elevations of these basins range from
1000 m to 3000 m with snowmelt controlling the SI(Q). As we
move towards the Great Plains and Midwest, the SI(P) in region
07 (Upper Mississippi), region 09 (Souris-Red-Rainy), region 10
(Missouri), and region 11 (Arkansas-White-Red) is found to be
around 0.2–0.6 with the peak period of occurrence during the sum-
mer. Streamflow over the same four regions also shows pro-
nounced seasonality, primarily due to snowmelt, with a period of
occurrence in late spring.
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5. The percentage under each component indicates the percentage variance explained by that component.
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Over the eastern United States, we infer that peninsular Florida
exhibits moderate seasonality in both precipitation and stream-
flow with SI around 0.2–0.4 and 0–0.6 respectively. The peak
months of occurrence are experienced during summer and early
fall, which primarily arise from hurricane and tropical storm
events. The mean monthly precipitation over the eastern United
States, including Ohio (region 05) and Tennessee (region 06), Low-
er Mississippi (region 08), New England (region 01), Mid-Atlantic

(region 02), and Southeast (region 03), exhibits no pronounced sea-
sonal behavior as the SI(P) falls below 0.20. Though precipitation is
uniformly dispersed throughout the year, streamflow in these re-
gions exhibits significant seasonality with SI(Q) values around
0.2–0.6. Winter and spring dominated streamflow events indicate
a large portion of mean monthly runoff occurring during periods
of minimal evapotranspiration, arising from low energy availabil-
ity. This overview clearly presents the marked differences in the
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SI(P) and SI(Q) over various regions and thus provides motivation
to identify the process controls that explain the spatial variability
in SI (Q) over the continental US.

3.2. Moisture and Energy Availability Scenarios

An investigation into the hydroclimatic attributes of the 1373
chosen HCDN basins shows that the behavior of most catchments
can be categorized into one of five Moisture and Energy Availabil-
ity Scenarios (MEAS). Thus, each basin was grouped into one of five
MEAS based on aridity index (R) and intra-annual covariability be-
tween moisture and energy availability. Details on the grouping of
HCDN basins as well as the number of basins under each MEAS are
listed in Table 1. Aridity index, R ¼ PET=�P, is defined as the ratio of
mean annual potential evapotranspiration ðPETÞ to mean annual
precipitation ðPÞ. Basins with R less than 1 are considered humid
since, on average, these basins are moisture unlimited. Conversely,
basins with R values greater than 1 are classified as temperate
(1 6 R 6 2) and arid basins (R > 2) (Budyko, 1974). The covariability
between the seasonal cycles of moisture and energy availability is
estimated by the correlation ðqðP; PETÞÞ between monthly precipi-
tation (P) and monthly potential evapotranspiration (PET).
qðP; PETÞ ranges from �1 to 1 with large positive (negative) values,
qðP; PETÞ > 0:4 ðqðP; PETÞ < �0:40Þ, denoting basins whose precip-
itation and temperature cycles are (not) coherent/out-of-phase.
The regional distributions of R and qðP; PETÞ are indicated in
Fig. 2a and b, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the ranges for MEAS-1 to
MEAS-5 as a function of R and qðP; PETÞ. As illustrated by Fig. 2b,
the entire western United States (Regions 14–18) shows a strong
negative correlation between P and PET indicating a significant dif-
ference in cycles between the moisture and energy availability,
while much of the Midwest and peninsular Florida exhibits strong
positive correlation, witnessed by coincidental seasonal occur-
rences of P and PET during the summer. Given the uniformly dis-
tributed mean monthly rainfall across the rest of the eastern
United States, the covariability between moisture and energy cy-
cles (q(P,PET)) results ranging from �0.4 to 0.4.

MEAS-1 (MEAS-2) corresponds to humid (temperate to arid) ba-
sins in the Pacific Northwest (California and Southwest) where pre-
cipitation exhibits strong seasonality and does not coincide with
energy availability, resulting in qðP; PETÞ being lesser than �0.40.
MEAS-3 (MEAS-4) corresponds to humid (temperate to arid) basins
in the Northeast (Mid-Atlantic States and Southeast except Penin-
sular Florida) where precipitation is uniformly distributed
throughout the year and qðP; PETÞ is between �0.40 and 0.40. Fi-
nally, MEAS-5 is comprised of both semi-arid and arid basins with
moisture and energy cycles coinciding together ðqðP; PETÞ > 0:40Þ.
These basins experience dry winters followed by wet, hot summers
and are typically located in the Midwestern United States and pen-
insular Florida. This overview on the seasonality of streamflow
clearly shows that peak mean monthly runoff differs substantially

over the United States and depends both on climatic and land sur-
face controls that vary over different MEAS. Our subsequent anal-
yses identifying process controls that explain spatial variability
in the seasonality of streamflow will be based on these MEAS
groupings as well as for the entire conterminous United States.

4. Diagnostic analysis using Principal Components Regression
(PCR)

Given the overview of the seasonality of streamflow over the
continental United States, we focus on explaining the spatial vari-
ability in SI(Q) and its process controls using PCR. Since basins lo-
cated at high elevations exhibit significant snow accumulation
during the winter, peak periods of runoff occur during the spring
and summer as the snow melts. More than 35% of the HCDN basins
within the continental United States lie above 1000 m in elevation.
These basins are located primarily over Sierra Nevada, Cascades
and Rocky Mountain ranges and exhibit very high SI in streamflow
(SI(Q)) ranging between 0.5 and 0.6. Arid basins exhibit high SI(Q)
in these higher elevation basins (figure not shown), since the in-
creased energy availability results in rapid runoff during late
spring and early summer. Thus, the seasonal runoff dynamics differ
from the rest of the basins over MEAS-1 and MEAS-2 with most of
the annual runoff arising from spring and summer melt. Given the
distinct seasonal runoff dynamics and limited variability in SI(Q)
(0.5–0.6) over these basins, our PCR analysis only considers basins
whose average elevation is lower than 1000 m. This resulted in a
total of 1005 basins throughout the country (Table 1). We per-
formed PCR to identify the process controls on SI(Q) over the entire
continental US and individually for each MEAS.

As previously discussed, both R and qðP; PETÞ can be considered
as potential attributes for explaining the seasonality index of
streamflow. Next, it is intuitive to consider SI(P) as an additional
attribute, since months of substantial rainfall are likely to result
in periods of substantial runoff. Similarly, high potential evapo-
transpiration occurs during the summer over the continental Uni-
ted States with SI(PET) ranging between 0.4 and 0.6. Thus, basins
with periods of SI(Q) during the summer (e.g., MEAS-5) are more
likely to depend on SI(PET). Additionally, it is important to consider
basin characteristics that could influence the seasonality of
streamflow. For instance, basins with significant soil moisture
holding capacity could reduce the seasonality of streamflow, since
increased soil storage, acting as a buffer, could hold the moisture
for a longer period of time resulting in reduced mean monthly
streamflow. Hence, we considered the normalized soil moisture
holding capacity, c ¼ b

P
as suggested by Sankarasubramanian and

Vogel (2002), as a potential attribute in influencing the SI(Q). We
also considered hydraulic conductivity, catchment slope and drain-
age area as additional basin characteristics that could potentially
influence the SI(Q). However, these basin characteristics were
found to be uncorrelated with SI(Q). Hence, our analyses consid-
ered five variables, namely the seasonality indices of precipitation
(SI(P)) and PET (SI(PET))), the aridity index (R), the correlation be-
tween monthly P and PET ðqðP; PETÞÞ and the soil moisture storage
index (c), for explaining the spatial variability in SI(Q).

Since significant spatial correlation exists between the five
hydroclimatic and basin attributes (i.e., predictors), we employ
Principal Component Regression (PCR), which utilizes the orthogo-
nal scores or the principal components (PCs), for developing a
regression relationship with SI(Q). Syed et al. (2004) considered
loadings from the principal component analysis (PCA) to identify
dominant process controls over various regions in the contermi-
nous United States based on NLDAS data. Similar to Syed et al.
(2004), we intend to identify the dominant predictors or process
controls by analyzing the eigenvectors of the principal components

Table 2
Adjusted R2 for the PCR performed on basins across the Continental United States,
MEAS-1, MEAS-2, and MEAS-5.

Number of PCs
used in
regression

Adjusted R2

Continental US
(1005 basins)

MEAS-1
(36
basins)

MEAS-2
(36
basins)

MEAS-
5(250
basins)

1 0.03 0.01 0.16 0.44
2 0.12 0.60 0.32 0.58
3 0.35 0.71 0.45 0.62
4 0.38 0.74 0.53 0.63
5 0.40 0.74 0.52 0.71
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(PCs) that explain the spatial variability in SI(Q) based on PCR. The
primary advantage in using PCR is in identifying dominant predic-
tors among correlated predictor variables. The variances of the PCs
denote the eigenvalues of the variance–covariance matrix of the
predictors. Each principal component is obtained by transforming
the original predictors using the respective eigenvectors. The larger
the absolute value of an eigenvector, the greater the influence of
that predictor in determining that principal component. By identi-
fying the dominant variable in a given PC, based on eigenvectors,
we do not claim that dominant variable alone is a good predictor
for explaining the spatial variability in SI(Q). It is possible for prin-
cipal components that explain significant variability in the predic-
tors’ space may not be significantly correlated with the predictand.
Selecting principal components purely based on their ability to ex-
plain the variability of the predictand in PCR could potentially re-
sult in poor regression relationships particularly if the selected PCs
explain very low percentage of variance on the predictors’ total
variance (Mason and Gunst, 1985). The aim in using PCR is to iden-
tify the dominant predictors that explain the spatial variability in
the SI(Q) using the low-dimensional components of the predictors.
Hence, we develop regression relationships by first adding princi-
pal component with largest variance (PC-1) followed by compo-
nents explaining lower variances (PC-2 to PC-5). But, we infer
dominant variables from the PCR only if the included PCs (i.e., from
PC1 to PC5) provide a statistically significant adjusted R2 in
explaining the PCR. The eigenvector plots for each MEAS (Figs. 4
and 5) were created to identify the dominant variables in each
PCs. For more information on using PCs to identify dominant
hydrologic process controls, see Syed et al. (2004) or Wilks (1995).

PCR results for the entire continental United States (1005 ba-
sins) and for each MEAS are summarized in Tables 2–4 and include
the adjusted R2 computed between the PCR estimated SI(Q) and the
observed SI(Q)by adding principal components (PC) 1–5. The ad-
justed R2 helps us to identify the minimum number of PCs required
to explain the spatial variability in the observed SI(Q). We show ad-
justed R2 from the regression instead of the R2 since the R2 in linear
regression analysis increases by chance as the number of predic-
tors increase (Helsel and Hirsch, 2002). On the other hand, ad-
justed R2 increases with increasing number of predictors, only if
the new predictor improves the overall model (Helsel and Hirsch,
2002). Here afterwards, all the discussion on the explained vari-
ance on SI(Q) is based on adjusted R2.

4.1. Continental US

PCR results for the entire continental United States show that
the first three PCs account for 98% of the variance in the predictors
(Fig. 4a) and explain 35% (Table 2) of the variance in SI(Q). The cor-
relation between the observed SI(Q) and the PCR predicted SI(Q)
using these three components is 0.59, which is statistically signif-
icant with the 1005 basins. Adding the fourth and fifth components
did not significantly improve the adjusted R2 of the PCR. Analyzing
the eigenvectors (Fig. 4a) clearly shows that aridity index, q(P,PET)

and SI(P) are the dominant processes that determine the first three
PCs, thereby indicating their importance in explaining the spatial
variability in SI(Q). Since SI(Q) varies substantially over the entire
continental US, it is natural to expect a low adjusted R2 using the
selected predictors. Hence, we focus our analyses on each MEAS
to understand how different processes control SI(Q) over each re-
gion. Our analyses will use eigenvectors (i.e., loadings), eigenvalues
(i.e., variance explained on the predictors) and the scores (i.e., PCs)
from the PCR to identify the dominant variables in the selected PCs
that provide statistically significant regression relationship in
explaining the spatial variability in SI(Q).

4.2. Western US (MEAS-1 and MEAS-2)

For MEAS-1, the first principal component did not explain much
variability on SI(Q) (Table 2). However, adding the second principal
component, the ability to explain the spatial variability in SI(Q) im-
proved substantially. From Fig. 4b, for PC-2, the loadings for SI(P) is
the highest indicating the seasonality of precipitation in control-
ling the SI(Q). As seen in Fig. 4b, the eigenvectors of PC-1 for
MEAS-1 are composed almost entirely of the aridity index and ex-
plain 85% of the variance in the selected five predictors. Under PC-2
and PC-3, SI(P) and c result as the dominant predictors. From Ta-
ble 2, under MEAS-1, the first three PCs are able to explain 71%
of the spatial variability in SI(Q). We also infer that adding beyond
three PCs did not result in any substantial improvements in ad-
justed R2. Under MEAS-2 (Fig. 4c), which are primarily arid basins
over the Western United States, aridity index and SI(P) seem to be
the dominant controls of SI(Q) based on the eigenvectors of the
first two PCs. Under MEAS-2, the first three PCs are able to explain
45% of the spatial variability in SI(Q).

Given that the moisture and energy cycles are negatively corre-
lated under MEAS-1 and MEAS-2 scenarios, peak runoff occurs dur-
ing the winter. Thus, SI(Q) is primarily controlled by the ratio
between mean annual moisture and energy availability (R) and
by the seasonality of the precipitation (SI(P)). As the basin aridity
increases from Northwest to Southern CA, increased energy avail-
ability reduces the summer flows resulting in proportionally high-
er peak flows during the winter months and increased SI(Q). Thus,
the attribute that plays a critical role next to the aridity index in
explaining the selected PCs is SI(P)which specifies the fraction of
annual moisture supply available during the winter. Thus, under
MEAS-1 and MEAS-2, the critical dynamics between the climate
forcings and runoff are observed during the winter season with
SI(P)and R being the two dominant processes that explain the
variability in the selected three PCs for explaining SI(Q).

4.3. Mid-Western US and Peninsular Florida (MEAS-5)

The adjusted R2 (Table 2) from the PCR using the first three
components explained about 62% of the observed variance in
SI(Q).Based on the eigenvectors from the first three PCs (Fig. 4d),
the dominant variables that control SI(Q) under MEAS-5 are R, c

Table 3
Adjusted R2 for the PCR performed on MEAS-3.

Number of PCs used in
regression

Adjusted R2

MEAS 3

Region 1 (45
basins)

Region 2 (73
basins)

Region 3 (48
basins)

Region 4 (14
basins)

Region 5 (17
basins)

Region 6 (25
basins)

Region 8 (20
basins)

1 0.01 0.09 0.72 0.04 0.62 0.01 0.36
2 0.04 0.27 0.80 0.52 0.64 0.65 0.38
3 0.14 0.55 0.80 0.58 0.67 0.72 0.40
4 0.28 0.62 0.80 0.77 0.55 0.71 0.52
5 0.29 0.62 0.81 0.75 0.52 0.70 0.58
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and q(P,PET). All MEAS-5 basins over the Mid-west, as we go from
west to east, experience increased moisture availability and re-
duced SI(P) (Fig. 1a). This increased moisture reduces aridity
(Fig. 2a) and positive q(P,PET) provides more evapotranspiration
opportunity, which results in reduced SI(Q) in the west-east direc-
tion over the Mid-west. Since q(P,PET) is positive, sufficient mois-
ture is available for evaporation during the summer, thereby the

evapotranspiration is also close to PET. Owing to this high evapo-
transpiration in the summer, peak month of runoff mostly occurs
in the winter.

The dominant eigenvector of the 1st component (Fig. 4d) is po-
sitive, indicating a positive relation between aridity and SI(Q). The
role of soil moisture is reflected under the second component
(Fig. 4d) with a negatively signed eigenvector. This indicates that
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increased c provides more opportunity for evapotranspiration,
thereby reducing SI(Q). This pattern is particularly evident by the
low streamflow seasonality in basins over the sand hills of Nebras-
ka. Peninsular Florida, which also falls under MEAS-5, has SI(Q)
from 0.2 to 0.6 with peaks occurring in the summer. Thus, for Flor-
ida, streamflow seasonality is observed in late summer to early fall
as a response to intense tropical moisture transport.

4.4. Eastern US (MEAS-3 and MEAS-4)

MEAS-3 and MEAS-4 categorize basins with limited/no covari-
ability between moisture and energy (�0.4 < q(P,PET) < 0.4). The
primary reason for the limited covariability between moisture
and energy is due to insignificant seasonality in precipitation. From
Fig. 2, we can see that MEAS-3 and MEAS-4 cover basins from
water resources regions 1–3 (except peninsular Florida), 4–6, 8
and part of the basins from regions 7, 10, 11 and 12. One distinct
feature of the seasonality of streamflow in MEAS-3 and MEAS-4
(Fig. 1b) is that basins west of the Appalachians exhibit increased
SI(Q) compared to basins on the east. This is primarily due to in-
creased snow from the winter precipitation resulting in relatively
concentrated snow-melt season over the western Appalachian
basins (Dingman, 2002; Graybeal and Leathers, 2006). Most of
the basins in MEAS-3 and MEAS-4 have an aridity index ranging
between 0.5 and 1.5 (Fig. 2a) with only few basins from region
12 having aridity index greater than 1.7.

A preliminary PCR analysis (not shown) was performed on all
the 626 basins from MEAS-3 and MEAS-4 with the selected five
predictors. This resulted in adjusted R2 values of 0.18 and 0.33
for MEAS-3 and MEAS-4 respectively using all the five PCs. It is
important to note that both adjusted R2 values are statistically sig-
nificant by comparing the correlation between the observed and
the predicted SI(Q) using PCR. These low adjusted coefficients of
determination are primarily due to the increased spatial variability

in SI(Q) across 646 basins (Fig. 3). Thus, to gain a better under-
standing of the process controls on SI(Q), PCR was performed on
each water resources region separately. The eigenvectors and the
adjusted R2 from PCR are presented for MEAS-3 (Fig. 5 and Table 3)
and MEAS-4 (Fig. 6 and Table 4) for each region within the MEAS.

From Fig. 5, we infer that the first component explained more
than 50% of the spatial variability among the five predictors in re-
gions 1–6 and 8. Except for region 1, the adjusted R2 of the devel-
oped PCR varied between 0.52 and 0.81 (Table 3). Seasonality of
streamflow in New England (region 1) is very homogenous in
SI(Q)with values ranging between 0.30 and 0.42 over 45 basins,
thereby resulting in very low adjusted R2. Thus, the developed
PCR relationship did not explain the observed variability in SI(Q).

For other regions, eigenvector plots (Fig. 5) clearly show that
q(P,PET) is the most dominant predictor in determining the first
principal component (PC-1). Following q(P,PET), aridity index
and normalized soil moisture storage capacity also play an impor-
tant role in explaining the spatial variability in SI(Q). Eigenvectors
for region 8 (not shown in Fig. 5 for better layout) also showed that
q(P,PET) followed by aridity index are the dominant predictors in
determining the first two PCs.

MEAS-4, arid basins with q(P,PET) between �0.4 and 0.4, exhib-
its similar behavior with q(P,PET) being the dominant predictor
that explains the variability in the first PC (Fig. 6) for regions 2, 3
and 5. Following q(P,PET), the predictors that are dominant under
PC-2 and PC-3 are R and c respectively. The explained variance by
the first three PCs in PCR for these regions is between 0.41 and
0.45. For regions 4, 7 and 11, the first three PCs explain 0.72,
0.40 and 0.45 of the observed variance in SI(Q) respectively. As is
inferable from Fig. 6, the most dominant variable that explain
the first PC is aridity index followed by q(P,PET) (region 7 and re-
gion 11) or c (region 4) under PC-2. Given regions 4, 7 and 11 are
semi-arid within MEAS-4, we understand that most of the basins in
these regions are more arid compared to the basins in the regions
2, 3 and 5 (Fig. 2a). This could be one reason for the increased role
of aridity index in controlling the seasonality index of streamflow.

For region 12 (Fig. 7), the selected five predictors explained only
19% of the observed variance in SI(Q). This is primarily due to high
aridity index with more than 50% of the basins having R within
1.7–3.0. Further, SI(Q) also varies over a large range (0.05–0.65).
Thus, in these basins, apart from the selected five predictors, we
expect that other predictors such as storm arrival rate could be
playing a critical role. For the rest of the basins (i.e., basins with
aridity index lesser than 1.7) in region 12, adjusted R2 of the PCR
explained 80% of the variance using the selected five predictors
with q(P,PET), R and c being the dominant predictors. Due to these
two distinct groups, the PCR resulted in very low adjusted R2.

Thus, for the eastern US (except region 1 and region 12 under
MEAS-3 and MEAS-4), the most dominant variables in the first
three PCs are the seasonal covariability between moisture and en-
ergy, followed by the aridity index and the normalized soil mois-
ture holding capacity (Table 5). MEAS-3 and MEAS-4 are
predominantly humid and semi-arid basins with R in the range
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evapotranspiration as a function of aridity index for water-resources region 12.

Table 4
Adjusted R2 for the PCR performed on MEAS-4.

Number of PCs used in
regression

Adjusted R2

MEAS-4

Region 2 (60
basins)

Region 3 (118
basins)

Region 4 (22
basins)

Region 5 (61
basins)

Region 7 (18
basins)

Region 11 (48
basins)

Region 12 (76
basins)

1 0.40 0.32 0.01 0.24 0.27 0.18 0.01
2 0.41 0.41 0.01 0.25 0.29 0.44 0.01
3 0.44 0.41 0.72 0.41 0.40 0.45 0.13
4 0.48 0.42 0.72 0.44 0.41 0.59 0.19
5 0.57 0.43 0.70 0.44 0.53 0.58 0.18
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from 0.5 to 1.5. Given that these basins have no seasonality in pre-
cipitation, any seasonal shift in moisture towards the summer re-
sults in increased evaporation. Fig. 3 clearly captures this
physical control. That is, as q(P,PET) increases from �0.4 to 0.4,
indicating increased shift in the rainfall over the summer, SI(Q)
clearly decreases due to the simultaneous availability of moisture
and energy. However, beyond a certain threshold (q(P,PET) > 0.6),
further increase in summer precipitation results in increased
SI(Q), since the ability to retain moisture by the soil is bounded
by its holding capacity. Thus, the normalized soil moisture holding
capacity, c, plays a dominant role next to the aridity index, R, in
explaining the variations in seasonal streamflow concentrations
over the Mid-western US (MEAS-5). Aridity index plays a more
important role than c in MEAS-5, since these are basins moisture
limited (R > 1). Hence, the amount of runoff is first controlled by
the amount of the precipitation and then by the variability in the
soil moisture holding capacity over the region. In contrast, over
the Western US (MEAS-1 and MEAS-2), where q(P,PET) < �0.4, sea-
sonality in precipitation and aridity index play a critical role in
explaining the spatial variability in SI(Q).

5. Discussion

Observed monthly climatology of streamflow over the conti-
nental United States showed significant differences from the
monthly precipitation climatology. To summarize, SI(Q) depends
primarily on two key climatic controls over the continental United
States: (a) the aridity index and q(P,PET). Fig. 3 plots the SI(Q) over
the continental United States as a function of R and q(P,PET). The
summary of the identified dominant process controls for each
MEAS is given in Table 4. PCR analysis shows that SI(P) and R are
the primary controls over MEAS-1 and MEAS-2, whereas R and c
are the primary controls over MEAS-5. Over MEAS-3 and MEAS-4,
the variations in q(P,PET) showed significant influence on SI(Q)
for basins with limited seasonality in rainfall. From Fig. 3, we ob-
serve that arid basins with q(P,PET) < �0.4 generally exhibit the
greatest SI(Q) across the United States. Since moisture and energy
peaks do not occur simultaneously, we can expect substantial run-
off to occur in winter during which precipitation peaks. For basins
under MEAS-3 and MEAS-4 with no seasonality in precipitation,
SI(Q) generally decreases as q(P,PET) varies from �0.40 to 0.40. Gi-
ven uniform monthly precipitation throughout the year, the dom-
inant process control on SI(Q) shifts from R to q(P,PET). This implies
that increased q(P,PET) results in decreased SI(Q) as moisture is
shifted from the winter to the summer months. However, once
q(P,PET) reaches beyond 0.4, which correspond to basins having
strong seasonality in precipitation under MEAS-5, SI(Q) shows little
relation to q(P,PET). As mean monthly distributions of P and PET
closely coincide (q(P,PET) � 0.60), SI(Q) variations primarily de-
pend on the spatial variability in the aridity index. Thus, in assess-
ing the spatial variations in streamflow seasonality for basins
across the continental United States, we can identify two critical
climatic controls – R and q(P,PET) – which quantify the mean an-
nual and seasonal distributions of moisture and energy respec-
tively. Following these two variables, the ratio of soil moisture

holding capacity in relation to the mean annual precipitation also
influences the SI(Q), particularly over the mid-western United
States. Increased c reduces SI(Q), as trapped moisture in the soil in-
creases evapotranspiration opportunity resulting in flattened
monthly distributions of runoff. These process controls – aridity in-
dex, covariability between precipitation and potential evapotrans-
piration and soil moisture holding capacity – provide the basis for
developing a physically based model that could estimate the mean
monthly streamflow purely based on the climate forcings and soil
water holding capacity. Our future effort will focus on developing
these models based on the understanding from this study.
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